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APPENDIX D – SPOT LANDING 

Spot Landing Brief and Rules 

1. The pilot of each aircraft is solely responsible for ensuring all rules of the air and ANO regulations are complied with. 
2. All pilots must sign the entrance register to confirm they have read this briefing. 
3. The aim is to touch down with the main wheels of the aircraft on the spot landing mark (           ) from a GLIDE APPROACH where the throttle is reduced to idle at the end of the 

SPOT LANDING DOWNWIND leg, abeam the runway numbers. 
4. The entrance fee is £10 for two attempts. 
5. The activity is open from 0900 to 1700 (local time) only. 
6. The SPECIFIC SPOT LANDING CIRCUIT must be flown (see attached). 
7. When calling (R/T) for departure, ensure you state that the departure is for “SPOT LANDING”. 
8. Beware of other circuit traffic- keep your eyes open and listen to the R/T for situational awareness. 
9. On downwind, and  final approach, ensure you state “G-XXXX, downwind/final for SPOT LANDING”. 
10. All SPOT LANDING attempts must terminate with a GO-AROUND. 
11. After your final SPOT LANDING GO-AROUND, join the STANDARD CIRCUIT PATTERN for a normal circuit and landing. 
12. Landings where the main wheels touch down before the spot landing mark will result in that attempt being disqualified (but still counts as one of the spot landing attempts). 
13. You will be notified of how far off the spot landing mark you are via R/T. 
14. Andrewsfield Aviation, associated companies and individuals will not be held responsible for any damage or injury caused to any participant or aircraft as a result of taking part in 

this activity.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spot Landing Mark 
Runway 09  

Spot Landing Mark 
Runway 27  
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RUNWAY 27 SPOT LANDING CIRCUIT 
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RUNWAY 09 SPOT LANDING CIRCUIT 


